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ABSTRACT
Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA) is a well-established
tool to reduce the size of the representation of time series
by approximating the series by a sequence of line segments
while keeping the error introduced by the approximation
within some predetermined threshold. With the recent rise
of edge computing, PLA algorithms find a complete new set
of applications with the emphasis on reducing the volume
of streamed data. In this study, we identify two scenarios
set in a data-stream processing context: data reduction in
sensor transmissions and datacenter storage. In connection
to those scenarios, we identify several streaming metrics and
propose streaming protocols as algorithmic implementations
of several state of the art PLA techniques. In an experimen-
tal evaluation, we measure the quality of the reviewed meth-
ods and protocols and evaluate their performance against
those streaming statistics. All known methods have defi-
ciencies when it comes to handling streaming-like data, e.g.
inflation of the input stream, high latency or poor aver-
age error. Our experimental results highlight the challenges
raised when transferring those classical methods into the
stream processing world and present alternative techniques
to overcome them and balance the related trade-offs.
1. INTRODUCTION
Computing a Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA) of
time series is a classical problem which asks to represent a
series of timestamped records by a sequence of line segments
while keeping the error of the approximation within some ac-
ceptable error bound. We consider in this study the online
version of the problem with a prescribed maximum error ε,
i.e. the time series is processed one record at a time, the
output line segments are expected to be produced along the
way, and the compressed line segments always fall within ε
from the original tuples. In the extensive literature dealing
with such an approximation (among others [2, 5, 10, 14, 17,
∗Work done while the author was affiliated with Chalmers
University of Technology.
18]), it is clearly stated that its main intend is to reduce the
size of the input time series for both efficiency of storage and
(later) processing. This entails a practical trade-off between
a bounded precision loss and space saving for the time series
representation. The advent of edge computing puts a brand
new focus on this well-studied problem with new preoccupa-
tions, rather than merely only reducing the number of line
segments of the PLA as in most previous works.
In this paper, we revisit this classical problem bearing
in mind one of its main and most promising application:
compression of numerical timestamped data streams. The
present work, through thorough experimental analysis, shows
that surprisingly, when confronted to reality, known algo-
rithms tend to fail in various crucial aspects concerning their
intended objective: they might inflate data, cause important
delays in data propagation or result in higher than necessary
error rates. In response to this, we also present alternatives
that circumvent those drawbacks and reach better overall
trade-offs, by carefully defining different protocols for pro-
ducing compression records, as well as by introducing a new
heuristic method to compute a PLA focusing on low errors.
The recent constant increase in the quantity of continu-
ous data produced by connected devices triggers numerous
big data challenges, and sets an environment where reduc-
ing data stream volume is more meaningful than ever. High
speed production of data records induced by cyber-physical
systems such as smart grids, homes and cars, moreover ad-
vocates fast online algorithms. In this context, we identify
two interesting scenarios for compression of streaming data.
(1) Sensor transmission reduction: In the first sce-
nario, the primary goal of the compression is to reduce the
communication between some small computing devices, that
continuously sense data, and a data center collecting that
information and monitoring a large swarm of such sensors.
Here, instead of sending a new data tuple (i.e. a new data
point) every time such a tuple is produced/sensed, only in-
formation concerning compressed segments of the PLA of
the stream have to be sent once produced. By this way, we
save the sensor’s limited energy and we reduce the burden on
the communication network by eliminating some communi-
cations between the two entities. The drawback is the intro-
duction of a new reconstruction delay between the time
the data is sensed and the time the data center can recover
it from the sensor compressed stream. Hence, one particular
aspect to take into account while evaluating PLA techniques
in streaming environments is this additional latency intro-
duced by compressing the stream. In many practical scenar-
ios such as anomaly detection, the data center needs to be
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able to reconstruct data relatively quickly after the data has
been sensed. In our setting, the energy consumption due to
increase in computation is considered negligible in regard to
reduction in communications.
(2) Datacenter storage reduction: In the second sce-
nario, a data center receives a large quantity of streamed
data, too massive to be processed on-line and decides to
store some of its data streams upon their reception. In
this scenario, compression algorithms should have small time
overhead per tuple to deal with the potentially high speed
of the input streams, and should aim to optimize the total
storage space used to represent compressed data.
These scenarios form a common framework where an in-
put stream is processed and a compressed stream is gener-
ated and transmitted or stored, to be later (or on reception)
reconstructed in an online fashion. In both scenarios, the
use of PLA to compress the input data stream is tied to
a potential compromise between the quantity of precision
lost on the input stream and the achieved qualitative com-
pression: a better compression entails fewer transmissions
in our first scenario, and a smaller data volume in our sec-
ond scenario. Our experimental setting will show, however,
that reaching the best compression rate should not always
be seen as a golden target for PLA algorithms. In particu-
lar, by playing with the actual PLA method used to produce
the compression stream, we will see that a relatively small
loss on the compression rate may entail great improvements
on the average precision of the reconstructed stream.
It is important for us to highlight that in our context and
in particular our first use case, decision making should be
considered irreversible, as once the data (e.g. information
about a new line segment) has been transmitted over the
network, it is hardly modifiable. Sending more data to alter
previous decisions may significantly perturb the processing
of data on the server side of the transmission, and is there-
fore often not applicable.
These two scenarios lead us to investigate the current state
of the art solutions for constructing PLA of timestamped
data streams with respect to the following three aspects:
• Compression: capturing the space gain between the
compressed stream and the original input stream;
• Latency: capturing the delay in number of records
introduced by the compression process (cf § 4.2);
• Error: capturing the precision loss by considering
continuous and average error rather than only max-
imum error as in previous works (see Section 7).
In this paper, we evaluate four PLA techniques repre-
senting the most common ones found in the literature with
respect to these three criteria. The evaluation is conducted
against datasets of recent real-world streamed data (from
different sensor types such as GPS, lasers, or speedometer)
as well as a dataset used in several previous works on PLA.
Our experimental results show relatively poor trade-offs in
regard to our streaming metrics for historical methods.
We further investigate two of these methods that fit a
streaming-oriented PLA processing mechanism introduced
with this survey, as well as a new heuristic one. The results
demonstrate significant improvements in the three sought
aspects compared to the aforementioned methods. An im-
portant contribution of this paper is to clearly define a com-
plete framework for measuring performance of PLA com-
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Figure 1: A joint knot (t, y) PLA record.
pression in streaming environments, which may ease the de-
velopment of new advances and research in this domain.
A need for simple, efficient and adaptive solutions is im-
plied in both scenarios. This is particularly important in
our first scenario where the device-limited computing power
calls for simple algorithmic solutions with small memory re-
quirement. In our second scenario, a small computing over-
head to calculate the compressed stream is naturally sought
in contemporary data centers. However, note that in this
present survey we do not deal with the computing overhead
introduced by the compression process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion is dedicated to introducing precise definitions for PLA
of time series as used in this paper. In Section 3, four clas-
sical PLA techniques are reviewed (named here Angle, Dis-
joint, Continuous and MixedPLA), together with a new one
(Linear) introduced in this article. We formalize the no-
tion of a streaming PLA compression algorithm and identify
different streaming metrics to evaluate them in Section 4.
Section 5 introduces different algorithmic implementations
in order to generate in an online fashion the compression
records that will be either stored or transmitted. The sub-
sequent section presents our core results, a thorough eval-
uation of the existing and new methods against real world
traces for different kinds of timestamped data streams. In
Section 7, related work in the literature that leads to this
paper is reviewed. The last section presents our conclusions
and different future directions for the work initialized by this
evaluation study.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the problem of computing a
piecewise linear approximation of a data stream while toler-
ating a predetermined maximum error of ε. We adopted and
formalized here the nomenclature introduced in [10] such
that all PLA methods evaluated in this work fit a com-
mon framework. A (potentially infinite) stream (ti, yi)i≥0
of points is read as input one tuple at a time, and along the
processing of inputs a series of PLA records (rj)j≥0 is gen-
erated. We assume ti’s representing timestamps are strictly
increasing, while yi’s can vary arbitrarily. To not burden the
notation, we denote the sequences of tuples as (ti, yi)i≥0 in
place of the perhaps more conventional ((ti, yi))i≥0 notation.
PLA records (rj)j≥0 (Figures 1 and 2) encode the input
stream’s segment line approximation and can be of:
• A joint knot form, consisting of a pair of values (t, y);
such a record encodes two consecutive line segments
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Figure 2: A disjoint knot (t, y′, y′′) PLA record.
sharing the same endpoint (t, y), that is both the end-
ing point of the first segment and the starting point of
the following one.
• A disjoint knot form, consisting of a triplet of val-
ues (t, y′, y′′); such a record encodes two consecutive
segments with different endpoints sharing the same t-
value – the first one ends in (t, y′) while the next one
starts in (t, y′′).
The sequence of PLA records (rj)j≥0 must be strictly
increasing in its t-values (first field of both record types),
and the first knot of the sequence and the last knot (if the
sequence is finite) are both joint knots. Moreover, for each
PLA record rj for j > 0, we can associate a line segment
(aj , bj) in the following manner. Let us define first the two
endpoints (uj , vj) and (u
′
j , v
′
j) of the j-th line segment as
(uj , vj) =
{
(t, y) if rj−1 is a joint knot (t, y),
(t, y′′) if rj−1 is a disjoint knot (t, y
′, y′′),
(u′j , v
′
j) =
{
(t, y) if rj is a joint knot (t, y),
(t, y′) if rj is a disjoint knot (t, y
′, y′′).
Then (aj , bj) are respectively the slope and y-intercept of
the line segment connecting (uj , vj) and (u
′
j , v
′
j), i.e.
aj =
v′j − vj
u′j − uj
and bj =
u′jvj − v
′
juj
u′j − uj
.
The sequence of coefficients (aj , bj)j>0 associated with a
PLA record stream allows us to reconstruct an approximate
version of the input stream from the original timestamps
(ti)i≥0. We define the i-th reconstructed record (t
′
i, y
′
i) as
(ti, ajti + bj) with j = max
ℓ>0
{ℓ | ti ≥ uℓ} .
Said otherwise, the input timestamps are processed in or-
der and for each one, a reconstructed tuple can be com-
puted based on which approximation line segment the orig-
inal timestamp falls within. For each PLA record rj , we
can thus associate a finite sequence reconstruct(rj) of t-
consecutive tuples from the reconstructed stream: those val-
ues are exactly the ones reconstructed from the j-th line
segment.
We call error ei at input point (ti, yi) the absolute dif-
ference between the approximated point (t′i, y
′
i) and its real
counterpart, i.e. ei = |yi−y
′
i|. Such errors are commonly re-
ferred as residuals in statistics terminology. Finally, a PLA
method for error threshold ε is an algorithm that reads as
input a stream of (ti, yi)i≥0 and outputs a stream of PLA
records (rj)j≥0, such that ei < ε for all i ≥ 0.
Figures 1 and 2 present an example of PLA where original
values from the input stream are marked as crossed, recon-
structed tuples are bulleted, PLA knots are squares, errors
due to compression are shown as vertical bars between both
tuples, and linear coefficients a and b are displayed over ap-
proximation line segments.
Once this setting is set, the goal of PLA methods devel-
oped in the literature for decades has been to minimize the
number of output line segments for a given maximum error
ε on a finite stream of input tuples, i.e. to minimize the
length of the sequence rj of PLA records. Other methods
have been devised to enhance a better throughput or op-
timize some other measure of fitness (cf next section for a
description of the main ones found in the recent literature).
In the following sections, we often explain that we pro-
cess error segments for a particular error threshold ε; those
are simply the 2D closed line segments formed by the two
extreme approximated values allowed for a particular input
point (t, y), i.e. the error segment associated with tuple
(t, y) is the line segment (t, y − ε), (t, y + ε), where (t, y− ε)
will be usually referred as its lower endpoint and (t, y + ε)
as its upper endpoint. In order to form a correct piecewise
linear approximation, PLA segments produced by some al-
gorithm have to intersect every single error segment (such
that the reconstructed value for that particular timestamp
is within the tolerated limits).
3. PLA METHODS
We shall have in this section a brief overview of each eval-
uated PLA method; their characteristics are summarized in
Table 1. For a historical review of the methods, please refer
to Section 7 and for a complete description of each method,
to the references therein. The name of each PLA method in
the table is the one used later in our evaluation in § 6. Note
that this summary table has been filled based partially on
results from preceding experimental evaluations [2, 17, 10],
complemented by parts of our own results. The methods
outputting only disjoint knots (i.e. angle, disjoint, and lin-
ear) will be able to fit in a stream-oriented output framework
introduced in Section 5.
Until recently, PLA methods (presented in § 3.1 – § 3.3)
have been following a common approach: a longest (for
some criteria) possible approximation line is constructed
from an initial point, till encountering a break-up point
(t, y) that cannot be approximated with the previous se-
quence of points. The new initial point then is the break-up
point (creating disjoint knots) or the end part of the previ-
ous segment (for joint knots).
This may be referred to as “greedy approximation proce-
dure”, since each decision is instantly taken when reviewing
(t0, y0)
(t, y)
amax line
amin line•
Figure 3: Bounding lines: the minimum-slope is rep-
resented dotted whereas maximum-slope is dashed.
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PLA method Complexity Latency Proc. time Opt. criteria Size of rec. No. segments Compr.
SwingFilter [2] O(1) ++ ++ none 2 −− −−
Angle [17] O(1) + ++ none 3 − −
Disjoint [2, 17] O(n)/O(1) +/− +/− disj. knots 3 + +
Continuous [6, 5] O(n)/O(1) − +/− joint knots 2 − +
MixedPLA [10] O(n)/O(1) −− −− global size 2 and 3 ++ ++
Linear (new) O(n)/O(n) + + none 3 +/− +/−
Table 1: Summary of the evaluated PLA methods and their respective features: worst case/amortized
complexity, latency (as defined in § 4.2), processing time, optimality criteria, size of records, number of
segments and overall compression on a relative scale −− (worst), −, +/−, +, ++ (best).
the input point and is irreversible. In a different approach,
given in [10], the decision is not taken when a point is pro-
cessed but later on, when the program can decide that the
optimal approximation for a given fitness function cannot
be modified by the addition of new input points. The latter
is described in § 3.4.
All PLA methods revolve around calculating extreme slope
lines in order to quickly evaluate if a new input point might
break or not the current approximation (an example is de-
picted on Figure 3). Indeed, those extreme lines representing
the maximum and minimum possible slopes for the current
approximation, bound the possibilities for adding new data
points: if the new additional tuple lies outside of the zone
delimited by the extreme lines, the current approximation
cannot be pursued. Different methods, focusing on differ-
ent optimization goals, have been devised to efficiently and
accurately recompute them after each input arrival.
3.1 Angle-based Greedy Approximations
The simplest method, SwingFilter [2], simplifies the prob-
lem of calculating a compressed line segment by fixing be-
forehand the origin of the compressed segment; once the
origin is set, it becomes straightforward to construct the
longest possible line segment within the error threshold in a
constant number of operations per input point.
The method relies on a simple “angle” or “swing” com-
putation illustrated on Figure 4. Suppose one wants to con-
struct an approximation line segment starting from (t0, y0).
The first angle formed by the bounding slope lines is triv-
ially computed from (t0, y0), the following tuple (t1, y1) and
ε. Any incoming tuple (t, y) modifies the current validity
angle by increasing/reducing one or both bounding lines if
(t, y) falls at least partially within the angle, and terminates
the approximation otherwise. When such a break-up point
is encountered, the compression ends and a line segment is
output1. The compression restarts then with the endpoint
1From the method’s point of view, the choice of the line
to output at that point does not matter, but may influence
other metrics as approximation errors.
(t0, y0)
i i+ 1 i+ 2
i+ 3
Figure 4: Illustration of the angle PLA technique;
here i+ 3 is the break-up point.
of the previous segment as new origin, which generates a
PLA of joint knots.
In this study, we also use a variant of this technique intro-
duced in [17] and named here Angle: instead of initializing
the origin of the angle to the first point to approximate, the
intersection of the maximum and minimum sloping line is
taken (• symbol in Figure 3). This point has the advantage
of offering a wider angle than the first point to compress
(t0, y0) while still assuring that any chosen slope within the
angle will intersect with (t0, y0)’s error segment. Also, the
compression is restarted from the break-up point, hence gen-
erating a stream of disjoint knots.
The method is important not only for its simplicity but
also for its worst-case O(1) processing time per node, which
can be a significant advantage in many applications; this
is however to be contrasted by it presenting the poorest
compression.
3.2 Optimal Disjoint Approximation
A second approach aims at finding the optimal PLA, in
number of line segments, using only disjoint knots. The
problem corresponds to finding the longest possible approx-
imation segment, till a break-up point is found, then restart
the algorithm from that tuple (see e.g. [17]). It is therefore
similar in nature to the greedy approximation without the
constraint on fixing a priori an origin for the valid angle.
From a fixed starting point, the longest approximation
segment can be calculated in O(1) amortized time per point,
by maintaining two convex hulls while processing new in-
puts. Recall the convex hull of a set of points is the mini-
mum convex set containing all of them. It is further divided
into two components: the upper hull is the set of points
above (i.e. with higher y-coordinate) the line between the
leftmost and rightmost points (regarding their t-coordinate)
of the convex hull, and the lower hull the remaining points
of the hull’s envelope (Figure 5 gives an example where the
upper hull is dashed, and lower one dotted).
In order to dynamically maintain both bounding lines,
one has to keep track of two particular convex hulls: the
one formed by the lower endpoints of error segments (called
Figure 5: Example of a convex hull.
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Lower Partial Convex Hull
Upper Partial Convex Hull
Figure 6: Upper and lower partial convex hulls.
lower convex hull) and the one formed by their upper end
points (upper convex hull). More precisely, we are only in-
terested in the “outer enveloppe” of those two hulls, and
by that we mean the portion of the hull facing “inwards”
the input points. Figure 6 gives an example where the non-
hatched zone delimits where approximation segments can
be found. In the worst case scenario, the hulls might be as
large as the number of processed input points, but in prac-
tice they are way smaller (cf [17, 10]). By using a variation
of the angle technique, it is possible to update the hulls in
constant amortized time per processed input [2, 17]. Once
a break-up point is found, a segment line is generated2 and
the algorithm restarts. This description corresponds to a
simplified presentation of the algorithm given in [17]. Pre-
vious algorithms (SwingFilter [2], and O’Rourke’s one [11])
produce identical results in terms of PLA but may exhibit
a longer processing time.
3.3 Optimal Continuous Approximation
Another PLA method is based on continuous approxima-
tion where the approximation segments are enforced to form
a continuous function. This clearly adds more constraints
to the original problem by forcing every consecutive approx-
imation segments to share endpoints (see Figure 1) whereas
the counterbalance lies in the less information needed to en-
code the compressed record streams: only two values are
needed to store an intersection point, whereas three are re-
quired for disjoint knots.
This case is solved optimally by Hakimi and Schmeichel’s
algorithm [5]. As with the disjoint case, the algorithm effi-
ciently computes and updates two partial convex hulls and
two extreme slope lines, but changes the way the approxima-
tion is initialized. Instead of starting a new iteration from
the break-up point, the algorithm starts the compression
from the previous generated line3. Once the next break-up
point is found, the method can trace back the origin of the
current approximation segment, and only that, one is able to
compute reconstructed values for the previous line segment.
3.4 MixedPLA: a Mixed Approach
2The method itself again does not enforce how this part is
solved, but all implementations pick the “average” of the
extreme slope lines (which is guaranteed to be within both
convex hulls).
3Here, this line is carefully chosen to offer the most possi-
bilities.
The last PLA method from the literature tries to com-
bine and balance the benefits offered by both the optimal
disjoint and optimal continuous approximation. The essence
of this method stands on the pros and cons of the previous
PLA methods: continuous PLA offers “smaller” compres-
sion records but adds an extra constraint to the problem;
disjoint PLA is associated with larger compression records
but fewer segments are needed than with continuous PLA.
Luo et al presented in [10] a dynamic programming algo-
rithm to find the optimal size PLA when the output is a mix
of joint and disjoint knots, where each knot type weights as
its number of fields. To compute this best global-size PLA,
the algorithm uses a mixed approach, combining the two
previous optimal procedures within a dynamic programming
setting to find the optimal solution. In order to achieve an
online solution, the authors have developed an early output
approach where fixed segments (belonging without doubt to
the optimal mixed-PLA) are output as soon as available.
3.5 Linear: Best-fit Approximation
The last three PLA methods described in this section op-
timize the PLA stream on one single criterion: number of
disjoint knots, number of joint knots, or some weighted func-
tion of both numbers. Hence the intrinsic PLA trade-off
compression versus loss of accuracy is only encoded in those
method as “compression” (for one fixed criteria) versus max-
imum error. Thus individual errors that better characterize
the precision loss is lost in the compression. We devise here
a simple and efficient novel PLA method aiming at reducing
the individual errors by using the best-fit line obtained by
a classical simple regression model, while preserving a fixed
maximum error. The method follows the greedy procedure:
construct the longest possible approximation segment using
the best-fit line, and whenever the approximation cannot be
pursued, restart from the break-up point.
The best-fit line, i.e. with slope a = cov(t, y)/var(t)
and y-intercept µy − aµt, is calculated in an online fashion
from the covariance cov(t, y) = (
∑
i
tiyi)/n−µtµy , variance
var(t) = (
∑
i
t2i )/n−µ
2
t , averages µt and µy and n the num-
ber of compressed points; those quantities are maintained
keeping track of the different sums and n. Once the best-fit
line has been calculated, a second step is to decide whether
it is associated with a correct approximation segment for
the n points involved, or it violates the error requirement
for some of them. The simplest way to check if the com-
puted line is within the error tolerance for all points, is to
verify sequentially the approximation error at each currently
approximated point. This traversal entails a linear cost to
check the validity of the line when n points have been com-
pressed, and may not be appropriate when large portions of
the input stream are successfully compressed. To mitigate
this issue, we maintain the upper and lower partial convex
hulls associated with the current compressed points after
each new arrival (as described in § 3.2). The current best-fit
line is then verified by traversing both hulls and checking
that the line stays above the lower hull and below the up-
per one (illustrated by Figure 7). The hulls themselves may
have a linear size in n, but as already stated, this situation
is very unlikely to happen in real traces.
4. STREAMING PLA
4.1 Algorithmic implementations
5
Figure 7: Best-fit lines of a set of points (dashed for
6 points, dotted for 7) and associated partial lower
convex hull.
In the previous section, we gave an overview of main the
PLA methods that we study in this work. Recall the goal
of such methods is to produce segment line endpoints in
order to approximate the original time series. However,
the method itself does not induce how and when should
the calculated compression information be output and/or
reconstructed. We delegate this task to a separate entity,
called streaming PLA compression protocol, or simply pro-
tocol, that will be in charge of deciding how and when to
output the contents produced by a PLA method.
The goal of such a protocol is twofold: (1) to produce
what we call “compression records” from the sequence
of PLA records, (2) to provide a method to generate ap-
proximation tuples from the stream of compression records.
In more detail, the input of a compression protocol is the
stream of PLA records produced by some PLA method and
the output is a stream of compression records encoding the
PLA records in a way to enhance one or several aspects
of the compression process (defined in § 4.2). Compression
records may take different forms depending on the particular
protocol; for each such record r, |r| represents the relative
size of the record compared to a single y-value, measured
via e.g. its storage space in bytes or the number of fields
of r. Moreover, with each protocol, a reconstruction algo-
rithm is provided, that reads the compression records stream
and a stream of timestamps, and produces a stream of
reconstructed tuples. As with PLA records, each compres-
sion record r is associated with a finite (potentially empty)
sequence reconstruct(r) of reconstructed tuples. Each re-
constructed record must be within ε from its original coun-
terpart (reconstructing tuples in sequential order), a prop-
erty guaranteed by both the correctness of the implied PLA
method and the particular protocol used.
As the simplest example of such protocol, we can think of
using as compression records directly the PLA records and
the reconstruction algorithm given in § 2. However, we will
see in Section 5 that this entails unnecessary extra latency
for disjoint knots and that an additional trick is needed for
the mixedPLA method to differentiate the two knot types
in the compressed stream.
4.2 Performance metrics
To evaluate the quality of different PLA methods coupled
with various compression protocols, we examine three per-
formance criteria associated with the full PLA compression
process, independently of concrete implementation aspects.
The three metrics evaluate compression algorithms with re-
spect to three aspects: compression, latency and errors, as
argued in the introduction.
Let M be a PLA method (parametrized by the error
threshold ε), P a PLA compression protocol and (ti, yi)i≥0 a
sequence of t-increasing tuples used as input. Furthermore,
let r be a compression record, output by P using method M
after reading its input stream up to and including timestamp
tj . In this situation, we shall denote time(r) = j.
Recall, we associate with any compression record r a pos-
sibly empty sequence reconstruct(r) of (t, y)-tuples that ap-
proximates the original input stream. This sequence is com-
puted using a stream of timestamps and the reconstruction
procedure associated with P . Concatenating the sequences
of reconstructed tuples generates the reconstructed stream
(t′i, y
′
i)i≥0. Let finally record(i) be the compression record
that produces the i-th reconstructed tuple (t′i, y
′
i).
The three metrics considered in this evaluation study are
defined for each pair of input tuple (ti, yi) and reconstructed
tuple (t′i, y
′
i) as follows:
Compression Ratio: It corresponds to the ratio
|record(i)|
|reconstruct(record(i))|
.
This ratio between the size of the compression record as-
sociated with i-th input record(i) and the number of re-
constructed tuples generated by record(i) encodes the local
quality of compression inspected at the i-th input tuple. All
reconstructed tuples engendered by the same compression
record share the same compression ratio. A ratio greater
than 1 means that the i-th input tuple has been encoded
in the compressed stream by more than 1 value (see the
example in § 5.1). Any algorithm achieving on average a
low compression ratio per point will reduce the number of
transmissions needed to propagate a sensor’s stream, as well
as the storage space needed to store the compressed records
stream. This statistic is measured per point to illustrate
both sudden bursts in data compression and average data
reduction.
Reconstruction Latency: It corresponds to the difference
time(record(i))− i.
This quantity measures the logical latency in terms of the
number of tuples j−i that occurred between the input point
(tj , yj) that triggered the i-th reconstructed tuple and the
corresponding input tuple (ti, yi). Low latency is associ-
ated with a fast reconstruction of input tuples (i.e. not long
after they were received/read). Moreover, an average low la-
tency can be crucial in order to quickly detect and react to
anomalies and other important local statistics on the recon-
struction side of the compression process. Note a latency of
zero is only achieved if after reading (ti, yi), a compression
record that allows the reconstruction of (t′i, y
′
i) is output; in
practice this situation will barely occur, as all PLA methods
try to extend the current compression to the next available
input tuple, which explains an observed minimum latency
of 1 input tuple.
Approximation Error: It corresponds to the quantity
|y′i − yi|
and measures the deviation of the reconstructed tuple from
its original counterpart, i.e., it describes how accurate the re-
construction stream is. All approximation errors are within
the parameter ε, however, different PLA methods may have
different average. Producing a better compression ratio is
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Figure 8: Example of worst case compression for the
implicit protocol (§5.1), with j′ > j + 2ε.
naturally associated with pushing the approximation error
towards the tolerated threshold. The difficulty of PLA is on
finding a good compromise between compression ratio and
accuracy loss, and the average approximation error might
be a good tool to guide practitioners to decide whether to
reduce/increase the error threshold or to change the PLA
method used in the streaming-PLA application.
In Section 6, we shall analyze these metrics through both
the aggregated average and the distribution of the recorded
values. Particular attention will be given to peak values, as
in our streaming setting, decisions taken are irreversible.
5. STREAMING PLA PROTOCOLS
In this section, we define precisely how PLA methods can
be used to generate a stream of compression records and
how those records can be later decoded. We review first
the mechanism used in the literature, here named Implicit
protocol, and then describe three other streaming proto-
cols focusing on improving different characteristics of the
compression process. These three algorithmic implementa-
tions will then be associated with different PLA methods
and evaluated against our performance metrics, in the eval-
uation section.
In the following, our compressor scheme is given for 2-
tupled streams; higher dimension streams can be handled
by compressing each channel individually. Recall that times-
tamps are necessary to reconstruct the input stream. When
they follow an exact increasing pattern (e.g., for a temper-
ature sensed every 2 minutes), they can be exactly recon-
structed at almost no extra cost, by just updating a counter
during the reconstruction. We note that in time series used
in experimental evaluation in previous works on PLA (eg [2,
17, 10]), timestamps follow such a regular pattern. Alterna-
tively, the timestamps (ti)i≥0 themselves can be compressed
as any another channel of the input stream by compressing
the stream (i, ti)i≥0, with potentially a nil error threshold if
uncertainty in reconstructed time is intolerable.
5.1 Streaming Protocol in Existing Works
In all previous works on PLA except [10], the strategy to
output the result of the compression is barely sketched if
not eluded. This is easily comprehensible when considering
that the optimizing parameter was in each case the number
of segments (and perhaps the PLA construction overhead
time), and that how those segments were output or stored
was of lesser importance. It was therefore left unclear how
the segments are represented, while this representation plays
a primary role in order to calculate the compression gain.
The simplest way, that we call implicit protocol, to gener-
ate compression records is to output the PLA records them-
selves, once they have been fully constructed. The recon-
struction of values along an approximation segment is then
possible as soon as the endpoint of the segment (be it a dis-
joint or joint knot) is output. It is important to understand
the main problem of inflation associated with the implicit
protocol when the flux of output records has to be streamed.
The problem is illustrated by Figure 8 where an infinite
stream of incompressible tuples is received. In this case, if
only disjoint knots are allowed, then up to three times more
data/transmissions will be needed to encode each single data
as a disjoint knot; if joint nodes are used instead, two times
more data will be transmitted/stored. In this situation the
best achievable compression ratio is 1, i.e., no compression
and no inflation. One of our protocols, TwoStreams de-
scribed in § 5.2.1, ensures data inflation does not occur and
can be of interest in streaming situations where the quantity
of transmissions cannot be increased by any means.
A second problem concerned latencies associated with a
disjoint knot. In PLA methods generating those kind of
knots (the optimal disjoint approximation and mixedPLA),
the t and y′ parameters from a (t, y′, y′′) disjoint knot are
always known before y′′ (which depends on the compression
of the next segment). Hence, the implicit protocol has to
always wait one extra segment to reconstruct the previous
one. If the algorithm only outputs disjoint knots (except
maybe the first one), then this problem is solved by out-
putting the knot in two parts: first (t, y′) then y′′ when it
is computed or equivalently to output triplets of the form
(y′′, t′, y′) where y′′ is the segment y-origin and (t′, y′) is the
segment endpoint, and t′ is also the t-origin of next segment.
Nevertheless, mixedPLA still needs an extra adjustment to
be able to output both type of knots.
The adjustment is given in [10]: compression records for
joint knots are identical, i.e. of the form (t, y), whereas
compression records for disjoint knots use a negative times-
tamps to represent t and hence are represented by triplets
(−t, y′, y′′). The authors however do not describe how such
records can be streamed, and the extra one-segment delay
shows up in this case as well. Fortunately, this is again
avoidable by outputting disjoint knots (t, y′, y′′) in two parts:
first (−t, y′) is generated (where the negative timestamps in-
dicates to the reconstruction algorithm to wait for y′′), then
later on when it has been computed the value y′′ is gener-
ated on its own. What follows depends on the subsequent
knot, either a pair (t′, y) for a joint knot or a pair (−t′, y)
for another disjoint knot.
Hence all known PLA methods can be associated with
a single common Implicit protocol: joint knots are output
when generated, while disjoint knots are yielded in two parts
with a negative timestamp. This is the protocol used in our
evaluation to measure the performance of the classical PLA
methods.
5.2 New Streaming Protocols
In the following three paragraphs, we define other proto-
cols with the aim to perform better in streaming environ-
ments. These three protocols would not be able to handle
joint knots and thus are compatible only with PLA meth-
ods that follow a greedy procedure generating disjoint knots:
angle, disjoint and linear. These protocols introduce two
main differences with the existing implicit protocol : (1) they
feature a mechanism to (at least partially) deactivate PLA
compression when it is not working properly, i.e. when the
error threshold is too small, to avoid data inflation; this is
achieved by introducing “singleton” tuples, that are not part
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Figure 9: TwoStreams protocol flowchart.
of any approximation segment. This mechanism is accompa-
nied by a lower bound for PLA compression where segments
only encoding a few values are replaced by singletons; (2)
they remove (totally or partially) the dependency on rep-
resenting timestamps (either original ones, or interpolated
in case of joint knots) into compression records by using
a value n representing the approximation segment length
instead; this leads to a potential gain with respect to the
compression ratio, as n may need much less space to be rep-
resented compared to timestamps (for instance one byte is
often enough). With this abstraction, the original (or re-
constructed) timestamps are needed to generate the PLA
segment stream, but one may notice that the original times-
tamps are always needed to reconstruct the input stream
anyhow. This triggers a need to bound from above the PLA
compression by e.g. 256 to be able to encode n within single
byte. An interesting side-effect is to produce a compres-
sion scheme with a maximum bounded latency (here 256)
regardless of how dramatically low the associated compres-
sion ratio is. Setting an even lower bound further increases
the frequency of output tuples, and features a PLA com-
pression with worst case constant rate feedback even when
the compression rate is at maximum.
5.2.1 Two Streams Protocol
TwoStreams protocol uses two streams of compression
records to encode a single input stream of (t, y) tuples (see
Figure 9).
The stream of input tuples (t, y) is half-duplicated such
that the t values form a separate stream (which can itself be
compressed or not depending on considered applications).
In this design, (t, y) tuples are forwarded to a segment line
compressor which produces two output streams:
Singletons: a stream of uncompressed y-values;
Segments: a stream of line segments represented by
quadruplets (t0, n, a, b) where t0 is the starting time
of the segment, n the number of tuples compressed by
the line segment, and (a, b) the coefficients of the line
approximation to use to reconstruct records.
This scheme works in a purely streaming fashion. For
each new input tuple, a decision is made whether to output
it separately, to compress it with the previous segment or
to start a new compression line segment. Each segment is
represented by 4 values and thus a segment line compressing
only 3 input tuples is in this context a waste of space. This is
avoided by setting explicitly a minimum compression length
of 4 tuples, redirecting otherwise the y-value to the singleton
stream.
The reconstruction is performed as follows:
• if the next timestamp t˜ to process is strictly less than
t0, i.e. the start of the next compressed line segment,
y Comp
(t, y)
Decomp
(n, a, b) n ≥ 3
(1, y)
(t′, y′)
output
Figure 10: SingleStream protocol flowchart.
then produce the output tuple (t˜, y˜) by consuming one
value y˜ from the singletons stream;
• on the contrary, if t˜ ≥ t0, then reconstruct n tu-
ples (ti, yi)1≤i≤n by consuming the next n timestamps
t1, . . . , tn starting from t˜ and following it, and by set-
ting yi = ti · a+ b.
Since segments are only generated for at least 4 input
values, this approach guarantees that the volume of output
data is strictly smaller or equal to the input. A drawback
of this approach is representing segments by 4 values and
hence consuming more data (here t0, a and b need high
precision representations but n can be a byte-long integer).
When the input stream is easily compressible, the number
of uncompressed values will be fairly low and the cost would
be the number of segments times 4 (counting only number
of parameters of the compression records) whereas disjoint
knots need only 3 values.
5.2.2 Single Stream Protocol
SingleStream protocol is a variant of the first scheme,
trying to preserve its advantages (good behavior when PLA
compression is low) while optimizing the representation of
segments. The single stream protocol is an attempt to deal
with the two problems raised by the compression of stream-
ing data. It represents a compression line segment by only
a triplet (n, a, b) where (a, b) are the linear coefficients and
n the segment length as in the previous protocol. Single-
ton values are generated on the same stream preceded by a
counter set to 1. The lower limit is set to 3 input values,
whereas the upper limit depends on the number of bytes
allocated to represent n (e.g. 256 when 1 byte is used).
The reconstruction from compression records is straight-
forward here: in order to reconstruct the input stream from
timestamp ti, check the value of the next counter n on the
compression stream. If n = 1, generate the reconstructed
record (ti, y) where y is the value following the counter; oth-
erwise, when n ≥ 3 read the two coefficients a and b right
after the counter and output the sequence (tj , a.tj+ b)i≤j≤n
of n reconstructed tuples consuming along the way the n−1
timestamps succeeding ti.
On one hand, this approach may reduce considerably the
storage used when the compression of the stream is high
since, for each approximated line segment, only 2 high pre-
cision numbers (a and b) are required, together with a small
counter. This places the protocol with a storage weight per
segment strictly between a disjoint (3 parameters) and joint
knot (2 parameters), while removing the extra constraint as-
sociated with joint knots (i.e. continuous approximation).
The worst compression corresponds to Figure 8’s scenario
where 1 extra byte is wasted per input point.
On the other hand, if singleton values are output as soon
as they are generated, they can be decompressed right after
and do not need to wait for the next approximation seg-
ment. This reduces noticeably the latency when the PLA
compression is poorly effective, i.e. when many input tuples
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Figure 11: SingleStreamV protocol flowchart.
are output as singletons rather than within some segment.
5.2.3 Single Stream Variant Protocol
With SingleStreamV, a variant of the single stream pro-
tocol, approximation line segments are treated in the same
fashion, generating triplets of the form (n, a, b), but single-
ton values are buffered and output in bursts. In more detail,
all m singletons y1, . . . , ym found between two line segments
are combined into an m + 1-tuple (−m,y1, . . . , ym) where
a negative value −m is used to inform the decompression
component that the next m values are uncompressed.
Thus the reconstruction from timestamp ti follows the
same scheme as in the single stream protocol for line seg-
ments (when the counter n > 0) and output the sequence
(tj , yj)i≤j≤−n when n < 0 consuming −n − 1 more times-
tamps along the way. In this protocol, the lower limit for
compression is also set to 3 input values, whereas the upper
limit is reduced depending on how many “negative” values
are devoted to represent burst of singletons. If the counter n
uses one single byte, and we do a fair split, the upper limit
is set to 128± 1 for both segment line and singleton bursts.
In comparison to other protocols, the latency of input tu-
ples here is similar to the two streams protocol when used
on low-compression mode. However, having a smaller bound
for segments’ creation may reduce its compression ratio com-
pare to the same protocol. The worst compression is ob-
served when one singleton is followed by a 3-values segment
where 2 counters are needed for 4 input values.
6. EVALUATION
Aim: We thoroughly evaluate existing PLA techniques
against the streaming performance metrics introduced in
§ 4.2: compression ratio, approximation latency and indi-
vidual errors. We evaluate the four classical PLA methods
(SwingFilter, SlideFilter, Optimal continuous and mixed-
PLA) using the implicit protocol described in § 5.1, as well
as the PLA methods compatible with our protocol frame-
work: Angle (angle-based greedy approximation), Convex
Hull (optimal disjoint) and Linear (best-fit line), each asso-
ciated with our 3 protocols (TwoStreams, SingleStream
and SingleStreamV), in order to find which one offers the
best trade-offs for the three streaming performance metrics.
Table 2 summarizes the methods and protocols, also show-
ing the keys used in the remainder.
Format of results: We present the results of each couple
(metrics/evaluated method) in terms of average value per
point and extreme quantiles. Recall that, in our streaming
context, discrepancies in the behaviors of the compression
algorithm may result in an unbalanceable loss (e.g. sudden
high latency or inflation of data).
Comment: In our streaming scenarios, archetypal data
are GPS traces: they are made of timestamped records with
multiple channels that draw clear kilometer-long trajecto-
ries, and applications usually ask for a target toleration er-
ror ranging from a few meters up to about 20 meters inde-
PLA method Protocol Key
Angle
TwoStreams A1
SingleStream A2
SingleStreamV A3
Convex Hull
TwoStreams C1
SingleStream C2
SingleStreamV C3
Linear
TwoStreams L1
SingleStream L2
SingleStreamV L3
SwingFilter
Implicit
Sw
SlideFilter Sl
Optimal Continuous C
MixedPLA M
Table 2: Evaluated associations of PLA methods and
protocols.
pendently of the length or range of the trace [15]. Hence,
differently from the datasets used in earlier research (sea
surface temperature and UCR data set [2, 17, 10]), our data
streams may not follow wave-like patterns at all, and the er-
ror threshold is a fixed constant, set beforehand rather than
using an error proportional to the y-range data stream.
6.1 Datasets
We use four different datasets to evaluate the presented
techniques and protocols: (a) The first dataset, named GPS,
consists of trajectories collected within the scope of the (Mi-
crosoft Research Asia) Geolife project by 182 users over
a period of approximately three years [21, 19, 20]. The
dataset we use consists of 17,191 files for each coordinate
(X,Y and Z), containing between 50 and 92,645 lines. (c) The
second dataset, named LiDAR, consists of LiDAR scans
from the Ford Campus dataset [12]. The LiDAR is a sensor
that mounts several lasers on a rotating column. While ro-
tating, these lasers shoot light rays and, based on the time
the latter take to reach back the sensor, produce a stream
of distance readings. Approximately 1.5 million readings
are delivered every second. The dataset we use consists of
300 files. Each file represents one full rotation of the Li-
DAR sensor and consists of approximately 150,000 pairs id,
distance. The id value is a logical timestamp that repre-
sents the laser that measured the distance and its rotation
angle. (c) A third dataset named URBAN, consists of av-
erage vehicle speed measured at different locations in the
city of Rio de Janeiro. In total, the data set contains 6,897
files, one for each location. Each file contains approximately
16,200 lines, spanning a time interval of 76 days (readings
are taken approximately every 5 minutes). (d) For compar-
ing with evaluations in the literature, the fourth dataset we
consider is UCR [1], using 85 diverse real-world time series
from it.
6.2 Evaluation Setup
When using one of our three protocols, the compression
is bounded to 256 values per segment and the counter used
in segment representation is coded in one byte. All other
numbers involved in the input data require at least double
precision in order not to break the error threshold just with
encoding. Hence, the three fields of disjoint knots, the two
fields of joint knots, and each value of the input stream
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Figure 12: Streaming performance statistics for the GPS dataset and max errors of 1, 10 and 50 meters.
Figure 13: Streaming performance statistics for the LiDAR dataset and max errors of 0.1, 2 and 20 meters.
Figure 14: Streaming performance statistics for the URBAN dataset and max errors of 0.1, 1 and 5 meters.
Figure 15: Streaming performance statistics for the UCR dataset and max errors of 0.5%, 5% and 5%C.
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Figure 16: Ranking (from best to worst) of the PLA methods and protocols combinations.
Statistic Result Details
Compression
• TwoStreams never in-
flates data.
• SingleStream/V are
the best choices for sce-
nario (2).
Under low compression phase, all “classical methods” inflate data at dif-
ferent level on a regular basis with a non-negligible portion of the input
points being represented by up to slightly more than twice as many bytes.
TwoStreams (used in A1, C1 and L1) is the only safe protocol, never
showing inflation of data, especially noticeable at low compression phase.
SingleStream/V provide the best compression ratio only comparable to
the mixedPLA method.
Latency
• SingleStream/V ex-
hibit lowest latency.
• New protocols are bet-
ter choices for scenario
(1).
Among the three protocols, SingleStreamV exhibits the best latency by
using a lower limit for compression segments and burst of incompressible
values allowing reconstructed tuples to be output at an earlier stage. The
second best protocol is SingleStream, since it avoids the delay involv-
ing singletons. All new protocols provides bounded latency (significantly
smaller than with classical methods).
Error
• Linear produce the
smallest errors.
• New protocols and
Linear present better
trade-offs compres-
sion/error suited for
both scenarios.
Our algorithmic implementations, which introduce no error for single-
ton values, drag the error per point towards 0. In all observed experi-
ments, most errors due to the approximation are lower than errors created
while processing time series using classical PLA methodologies. The PLA
method Linear based on a heuristic best-fit line compression presents sig-
nificant improvement on individual errors while presenting similar delays
compared with the other PLA methods, and a compression ratio compa-
rable with the other evaluated PLA methods.
Table 3: Summary of evaluation results.
weight 8 bytes each. The single stream variant protocol
sets a limit of 127 tuples per segment and singleton burst,
encoding its counter within one byte.
For each dataset, we have selected three maximum er-
rors in order to compare the different algorithms at a low,
medium and high compression levels. For GPS, these are 1,
10 and 50 meters, for LiDAR, 0.1, 2 and 20 meters and for
URBAN, 0.5, 1 and 5 km/h. Since UCR contains diverse
time series, we chose the max error as the values representing
0.5% and 5% of each file after trimming outliers outside the
5-95% range, and 5% considering the entire range (for the
latter, we use the label 5%C in the corresponding graph).
6.3 Evaluation Results
The results of the evaluation for each dataset are pre-
sented in Figures 12 (GPS), 13 (LiDAR), 14 (URBAN) and
15 (UCR). Graphs are composed by three columns and three
rows. From left to right, the columns present statistics for
compression, latency and error. From top to bottom, each
row presents the low, medium and high error threshold (also
specified in the title of each column). Statistics are shown by
a box plot (25th and 75th percentiles with whiskers extend-
ing up to the extreme points within 1.5 times the difference
between the 25th and 75th percentiles) and a bold line for
the average. When the observed compression statistics ex-
ceed 1, we plot dotted lines for values 1 and 2 for better
readability. Figure 16 presents the ranking of the different
PLA methods and protocols (from best to worst) obtained
by summing the mean value of each statistics in all the ex-
periments and normalizing them by the highest value.
An overall major comment is that themost influential fac-
tors on the different metrics are: firstly the protocol used,
secondly the PLA method. We present in Table 3 the fur-
ther discussion of the results in a tabular form, to highlight
the distilled messages. The table links our results to the
two scenarios, (1) sensor transmissions and (2) datacenter
storage, that we have identified in § 1; SingleStream/V
stands for SingleStream and its variant protocols.
7. OTHER RELATED WORK
Work on PLA dates back to the 1970s [14], with more
recent results in 2014 [17] and 2015 [10]. Recall that PLA’s
main motivation is to reduce representation size of time se-
ries by trading data precision. Precision loss can be mea-
sured in different ways, the two most common used norms
being the euclidean distance
√∑
i
(yi − y′i)
2, or l2-norm, and
the maximum error (l∞-norm). The former one describes
an error on the full length of the stream which makes lit-
tle sense for infinite streams where all decisions have to be
made online with solely apriori knowledge. Hence, authors
have focused more on the latter, which draws a clear local
condition: every reconstructed data should be within a fixed
range ε from its real counterpart.
Early works in PLA focused on approximations of 2D-
curves (see e.g. [16] for a brief overview of all techniques)
which is a more general problem than our setting. A notable
early algorithm [14] already provides in 1974 a constant-time
solution to compute heuristically a PLA representation of a
single variable function (exactly the problem studied here).
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The continuous PLA problem is solved optimally by Hakimi
and Schmeichel [5] in 1991 with a variation of the original
algorithm [6] from 1986. In 2009, Elmeleegy et al [2] intro-
duce the SlideFilter and SwingFilter algorithms. As noted
in [17], SlideFilter happens to have been already published
in 1981 by O’Rourke [11] while the angle-based algorithm
SwingFilter appears explicitly as early as 1983 in [4]. Note
also the widely used SWAB algorithm [8] that focuses on
heuristically optimizing the l2-error norm of the PLA.
In 2014 [17], the authors describe a novel optimal dis-
joint PLA method. An experimental study is conducted
to show that reducing the convex hulls size by using the
bounding slope lines is a good performance trade-off leading
to diminishing processing time. The work has since been
extended to cover also the continuous case in [18]. Zhao et
al show that after running the convexhull method (tuned
to produce continuous segmentation), we can check if two
consecutive disconnected segments (using their respective
hulls) can be merged into two consecutive joint segments, a
sufficient strategy to achieve better but not optimal segmen-
tation. Clearly the authors were unaware that the optimal
case has indeed previously been solved [5].
The closest work sharing some of our preoccupations ap-
pears in 2015 [10]. Luo et al remark that minimizing the
total number of segments might not effectively minimize the
needed space to store the PLA representation. They hence
introduce the nomenclature repeated in this article: joint
knots 〈x, y〉 and disjoint knots 〈x, y1, y2〉; a sign trick (stor-
ing−x instead of x) is used not to have to store an additional
bit while streaming output tuples. The paper presents a dy-
namic programming scan-along procedure to optimize the
“size” of the approximation, where for each approximation
segment a joint knot is counted as 2 whereas a disjoint knot
as 3. For the first time, the space required by the PLA
is not measured in number of segments. Also, aware that
their dynamic programming solution slows down the output
rate, the authors measured the maximum observed delay in
terms of number of segments and claim outputs in the worst
case in experiments less than to 2 to 4 segments after each
point’s processing. Also, the ℓ2-error is measured to quan-
tify the loss in precision with different PLA methods. We
have extended their reasoning one step further by actually
measuring the number of bytes needed by each parameter
forming compression records, and by measuring delays and
errors at a more meaningful point level.
Several of these previous works ([17, 10, 18]) use the UCR
time series data [1] as a benchmark. As already argued,
due to its heterogeneity we do not think this dataset is a
meaningful example in our streaming setting but we have
included it as well in our evaluation for seek of comparison.
Finally, let us note that some recent related work studied
the compression of time-series, e.g. [3, 7, 9], using differ-
ent schemes including, among others, piecewise linear and
piecewise constant approximation in order to solve different
problems like classification of time series, and time series
data mining. Since in constant piecewise approximation the
average of the stream is used to approximate portions of it,
no bounding error is given for each individual input value
but instead the error along a segment is captured by the
euclidean distance. As shown in these works, piecewise con-
stant approximation can be the best tool to use in other
applications than ours. For further references on variations
of the PLA problem and its applications in time series min-
ing, see the complete survey from [13].
8. DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this experimental survey about usage of PLA in real-
istic streaming situations, we have identified two scenarios
where PLA can be used to reduce the data volume: either
at one edge of the network by reducing the number of trans-
missions of a sensor, either at the other edge by reducing
the storage space required to record some received streams.
To measure the quality of compression achieved in stream-
ing environments by state-of-the-art PLA techniques, we for-
malized three performance metrics taking into account data
reduction performance, but also latency introduced along
the compression as well as the precision lost in the process.
Along those metrics, we have presented a complete stream-
ing framework to be able to evaluate PLA methods, and
“compression protocols” that may be used with different
methods. This framework can ease further research with
common criteria for the compression’s performance.
Our main contribution is an evaluation of 13 combina-
tions of PLA methods and streaming protocols on four real-
world datasets of timestamped numerical streams. The eval-
uated procedures include existing PLA methods and differ-
ent streaming techniques that we have introduced to im-
prove their performance. Results show that for comparable
compression ratios, our techniques reduce significantly both
the delays on the reconstructed stream and the individual
errors resulting from PLA compression.
This work highlights some of the challenges raised by us-
ing PLA within modern streaming applications. The PLA
method in general relies on fixing a maximum error that can
be tolerated and then tries to optimize what level of com-
pression can be achieved within the tolerated error. How-
ever, streamed data may suddenly change in a radical way
due to many factors, and setting a too tight threshold often
results in inflation of the data volume, nullifying PLA’s pur-
pose. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated here that small
variations in the way PLA records are computed and gener-
ated allow to improve performance both on a low and high
compression mode. A promising way to extend this work
is to perform such adjustment automatically, i.e. to ex-
hibit adaptive methods capable of changing the way PLA is
yielded to preserve the best possible overall performance (a
high compression with small reconstruction delays).
Another aspect not addressed by this evaluation concerns
the computational overhead associated with PLA compres-
sion. All introduced methods are sufficiently simple to result
in a small processing overhead on the compression side. It
would be interesting, however, to confirm this claim for re-
alistic deployment scenarios.
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